START THE CONVERSATION
What is the hardest part about cleaning your cooktop today?

THIS MODEL OFFERS:
Quick access to spills

TOP FEATURES

**EZ-2-LIFT™ HINGED CAST-IRON GRATES**
Get quick access to spills with EZ-2-Lift™ hinged cast-iron grates.

**SCAN-TO-COOK TECHNOLOGY**
Get the right settings every time with a Smart Appliance with Scan-to-Cook technology.(1)

**TOUCHSCREEN**
Get instant access to your most used settings with the touchscreen.

DID YOU KNOW?
Whirlpool brand gas ranges with EZ-2-Lift™ grates also come in Fingerprint-Resistant Stainless Steel options, so customers can easily keep their cooktop, and the front of their appliance clean.
DEMO

Show customers how easy it is to access cooktop spills by asking them to lift the grates. Tell them how the hinges keep the grates in place so cleaning cooktop spills is done in a snap. Don’t forget to mention that the grates are removable and dishwasher-safe.

ALSO CONSIDER

WEGA25H0HZ

RECOMMENDED PAIRINGS

Be sure to tune into your customers’ shopping priorities to bundle products across categories.

WDATA75SAHN  WMHA9019HN  WEGA25H0HN  WRFA60SMHN

1 OUT OF 5 KITCHEN APPLIANCE TRANSACTIONS INCLUDE MORE THAN ONE PRODUCT*

(1)Available in U.S. models only. Not all frozen foods included. Appliance must be set to remote enable. WiFi & App required. Features subject to change. For details and privacy statement, visit whirlpool.com/connect.
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